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LARGE MOBILE DRILLING RIGS USED
ALONG THE ALASKA PIPELINE

Paul V . Sellmann and Malcolm Mellor

INTRODUCTION BASIC DRILLING FUNCTIONS

Severa l types of large mobile drilling rigs were Any practical drilling system has to make provision
special ly modified or newly designed to drill more for three basic functions: (1) penetration of the
than 70,000 holes for the Alaska Pipeline project. ground material , (2) removal of surplus material from
Holes were as great as 24 in. in diameter, and up to the hole, and (3) stabilization of the hole wall. Pene-
65 ft deep. The holes were required to install the tration can be achIeved by: (1) direct mechanical
vertical support members (VSM’ s) that carry the action tools such as drag bits or diamond bits where
Alaska Pipeline along elevated sections of the route, the cutting or chipping tool moves parallel to the
The natural variation in sediments and rock types advancing hole bottom, or indentation tools such as
encountered requ ired holes to - be placed in almost roller bits or percussive bits where the tools move
every conceivab le ground condition. The drilling normal to the advancing face; and (2) thermal penetra-
conditions were further complicated by the occur- Lion (by melting, heat softening, or thermal spailing).
rence of permafrost of vary ing temperature, distribu- Material removal can be accomplished by: (1) di-
t ion and ice volume. rect lifting of cuttings or cores (either continuous

The drill rigs selected for this operation by the screw transport by helical flights, or intermittent
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company employ several lifting of buckets , grabs, screws, or core barrels );
different systems for penetrat ing the ground and re- (2) lifting of cuttings by fluid suspension (circulation
mov ing cuttings (Jons 1975). * This var iety in drill of a r , liquids or foams through stem and annulus);
units endows contractors with the necessary versa- (3) lateral displacement of material into the hole wall
tility to match changing ground conditions, with no (either by direct compressibility, or by infiltration of
single rig providing a fully satisfactory solution to all liquefied waste products); and (4) dissolving of cut-
drilling problems. The drilling equipment assembled tings or liquefied waste in the circulation fluid
for this project provides a unique display of the state (applicable in such materials as ice and salts).
of the art in development , operation, and capability Hole wall stabilization, if needed, can be based on:
of large, modern, mobi le drilling rigs, as used for (1) direct mechanical constraint by rigid casing
making large-diameter holes to relatively shallow (drilled-in or driven); (2) direct support by fluid
depths. pressure (high-density drilling mud or other suitable

As part of a CR REL program related to the study liquid); and (3) treatment of the hole wall material
of pipeline construction equipment, distinctive to improve its mechanical properties (speciali,ed
features and operat ing characteristics of most of the muds, cement grouting, ground freezing, molten
units were examined, and some analys is and classi - rock). The basic drilling functions and ways of ful-
uication were undertaken . The information obtained filling them are sh’ wn diagrammatically in Figure 1,
in this report is based on personal field observations and additional details are given elsewhere (Mellor
made from Fairbanks north to Prudhoe Bay, dis;us- and Scllmann 1976). *
sions with pipeline project personnel, and data from
equipment manufacturers. • Mellor , M. and P.V . Sellmann (1976) (~eneral considera-

tions for drill system design. Proceedings of the Ice-Core
* Ions , lohn A. (1975) Drilling problems in frozen ground. Drilling Symposium, Unive rsity ot Ne braska , Lincoln ,
Pipeline and Got Journal. August 1974.
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ALASKA PIPELINE DRILLING RIGS then either spun or shoveled clear. The percussive,
rotary-percussive, and rotary rigs using roller bits

The VSM drill rigs used on the Alaska Pipeline all employ air for cutting removal.
project al l achieve penetration by direct mechanical In well bonded permafrost, the hole walls do not
action. The rotary rigs all use drag bits or roller bits require support. In unfrozen soils and in dry granular
of some kind, while the percussion drills are fitted soils, the hole walls are prone to collapse, and the
with either chisel-edge tools or bits with hemispheric usual solution was to drive the VSM directly with a
studs. Commonly the rotary-percussive units use only percussive rig or to case unstable sections of the hole.
the rotary capability for indexing of large down-the- Seven different drilling machines were selected
hole hammers, although roller bits can be used on for the pipeline project, and they can be grouped
one of the units. Two of the rotary auger units also into three general categories; (1) rotary, (2) percus-
have the capability of using roller bits, since they are sive, and (3) rotary-percussive.
fitted with hollow kellys to allow circulation. The The drills were distributed in the six construction
rotary units appear to be most commonly used as sections along the pipeline apparently based on the
augers, employing short helical flight augers, with a drilling requirements, the number of units varying as
var iety of cutting bits. Cutting removal is handled the work schedule progressed. In some of the sections,
in the conventional manner , by intermittently lifting the equipment records indicate that as many as 17
mater ial from the hole on the auger flight, which is drilling units were assigned.

2
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Figure 2. Hughes LLDH, largest of the rotary (auger) units with a 50-ft-depth capability.

Rotary machines These drills are best suited for use in frozen soil
Three models of rotary (auger) rigs were used on and very weak or decomposed bedrock, with the most

the project. They were the most conventional and favorable conditions found in frozen clay, silt , and
leas t modified of the drilling units. They are basically sand. Frozen gravel and some decomposed rocks in-
large augers of a type commonly used in construction. crease bit wear and reduce penetration rates. The use
Common modifications and features of all the drilling of roller bits on these rigs can extend their capability
equipment included extensive preparation for cold into weak rock types. These rotary units are poorly
weather work (including heated operator cabs), en- suited for use in areas of unstable ground unless the
closure of engine compartments, use of special alloys, instability is restricted to a very local zone that can be
heat treatment of some components, and provisions cased with a short section of casing. Other rotary rigs
for equipment preheating. are covered in the rotary-percussive section.

The rigs purchased for the project were the Hughes
LLDH digger (Fig. 2) and two Reed rigs, the Taurus Percussive drilling machines
(Fig. 3) and the Texoma. These rotary units were of The Becker drill was the only purely percussive drill
different sizes with depth capabilities ranging from used on the project (Fig. 4). One of its most important
35-50 ft based on kelly length. A crane-mounted assets is that it is the rig best suited for use in areas of
Calweld auger, for which we have no data, was used unstable ground, since the drill string was designed to
in one of the southern construction sections. The include the VSM as the outer tube. The VSM ID per-
Hughes LLDH and the Reed Taurus were fitted with mits the bit to pass through it, with the lower end of
hollow kellys to provide circulation for roller bits and the VSM terminating immediately above the bit. This
for the Skidmore hammer discussed in a following arrangement provides continuous casing as the drilling
section (see p. 13). operation progresses, and allows the inner tubes and3
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Figure 4. Becker 520 hammer drill with diesel hammer drive. A purely percussive drill with no ro tary component.

bit to be removed, leaving the casing (VSM) installed. Rotary -percussive drilling machines
This drilling technique has the additional advantage This group of drill rigs includes three different units
that V SM installation is complete when the hole is the Parker , Raymond International Ingersoll Rand
drilled to its required depth . It eliminates VSM place- (Fig. 5a), and Alaska Diamond Drills (Fi g. Sb), al l of
ment and slurry backfilling operations that are required which have rotary and percussive capability. Only one
w ith the other open hole drilling techniques. of the units, the Alaska Diamond Drill , appeared to be

The Becker drill operates well in a range of frozen rapidly adaptable to independent rotary drilling. One
and thawed materials , although it does not work in of the characteristics of this group of drills is that they
hard roc k and performance is greatly limited in some are well suited for use in harder materials (frozen
frozen sediments, such as coarse gravel, gravel and rock), where hole wall stability is usually

The drill string on the Becker drill consists of three not a major problem and casing installation is not a
tubes. The inner two tubes are a permanent part of routine part of the operation. All of these drills use
the string, to which the large-diameter chopping bit compressed air for cutting removal.
is attac hed. As mentioned already, the outer tube is The Parker drill is a hybrid, with capability for a
the VSM. The bit has an open center through which vibratory, rotary, and percussi ve component to be
the cuttings pass into the inner tube. The cuttings placed on the string. The operator can select the mode
are lifted up the inner tube by compressed air , which to be used. No first-hand information is available con-
is discharged at the bit from the pathway between cerning this unit.
the inner and intermediate tubes. The Ingersoll Rand unit (Fig. 5a) is a percussive

The Becker unit can also produce an open hole, drill with a rotary component for indexing purposes.
since the outer tube, or casing, can be removed w ith As mentioned, the Alaska Diamor.~ Drill unit can be
a hydraulic jacking system. used for independent rotation drilling, or for percussive

drilling with a large down-hole hammer.

S
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a. Raymond International/ Ingersoll Rand percussive
drill with large down-the-hole hammer, and rotary
drive for hammer indexing.

a Figure 5. Rotary percussiL~’ units.
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b. A laska Diamond Drill unit fitted with roller bit. Forged tooth roller bit shown in lowest photograph.

Figure S (cont ‘d).
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lable II. Types of bits.

Drilling muchine Cutting proce ss flit types (diumete, , cutte, geometry )

Hughes- I A P-50 Rotary-primarily auger 24-in . bit d iameters. Auger bits wi h a wide range of
LL1)H digger although mod, to in- c ut ter  geometry. Bits shown in Figures 6 ,8, and 9.

d u de roller rock bits 24-in. Hughes roller cutter rock bits (various tooth con-
F igurations) (Fig. 1 3).

Reed laurus Rotary-auge r 24-i n , bit diameter . Several 1) Gopher-heavy-duty
(Reed) . 2) Pengo augers W PF and APF * (Fig. 6 and 7) .

Reed Texo,no Rotary-auger 24-in, bit diameter. Several 1) Gopher-heavy-duty
(Reed), 2)  See Figure 7. (Pocket tool not commonly
used).

Becker 520 Percussive Bladed chopping bit-diameter. 16.75-in. 013 with VSM.
24-in, for open hole. (Cutters aligned in a ring around
outer edge-like a core bit. Surfaces between cutters
slope toward the open bit center to aid in movement
of cuttings (Fig. 10).

A laska Diamond Dri~l Percuss ive rotary Diameter — 24-in. 1) Ingersoll Rand’percussive bit
(Power unit and com- (Fig. 12). 2) Reed percussive bit. 3) Their own rotary
pressor From Chicago bit.
PneumatiL-T-650)

Raymond International! Percussive rotary for Diameter — 24-in. I) Ingersoll Rand-percussive bit
Ingersoll Rand index only (Fig. 12). Carbide buttons on flat face .

Par ker Drilling Co.! VPR vibrator per- Diameter — 24-in. Studded percussive bit with spiral
OIME- cussion rotary setting and spiral airways. (Fig. 11).

* APF and WPF are the same except that APF has a removable head-commonly used with tungsten carbide teeth
(Fig. 7).

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT The torque ratings reflect differences in power and
head speeds. In some cases the information can be

The drills and some of their characteristic s were confusing, since some manufacturers state values
covered in a general way in the previous section. This based on different considerations. The thrust data
section covers the more detailed specifications and for some rigs are obviously maximum values that can-
informaticn on the rigs, bits, and c irculation systems. not be attained, since total rig and carrier weights are
These data are also used later to provide a comparison less than the available thrust. Some values also vary
between these spec ialized drills and other commer- from those listed. For examp le, total we ight of rig
c ially available drilling units, and carrier can vary, since a number of different

The drill rigs and their specifications are listed in carriers were used for some of the Reed units. The
Table I. This information was obtained from a num- data for the other drilling units also help to illustrate
ber of sources, which resulted in some conflicting the power requirements for the various parts of the
informat ion. In most cases manufacturers ’ data were dri lling operation.
used.

Addit ional information on the bit types and cutting Drill bits
and ctrculation schemes is given in Tables II and III. The bits used on the rotary drilling machines were
The bit types ment ioned in Table II, and commonly for the most part conventional tools available prior
used in the fie ld, are shown in Figures 6-1 3. to the Alaska Pipeline project. These fairly conven-

The specifications listed in Table I were selected tional auger and roller bits are shown in Table II and
because they provide enough data to examine the the associated Figures 6-1 3. The cutting tools that
potentia l performance characteristics of the equip- reflect thc most recent design and development for
ment . For examp le, the information indicates that the pipeline project are the chopping bits used on the
the rotary drills used as augers are similar , with dif- percussive unit and the large-diameter percussive bits
Ierenccs related to their size and depth capability, used on the Ingersoll Rand and Parker units.
The total installed power ranges from 125-190 hp. -

9
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- - a. Gopher auger with tungsten
- 

~~ - carbide teeth,- individual cutter
shown in Figure 8.
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b. Pengo auger standard with hard-faced teeth, optional tungsten carbide cutter shown in insert.

Figure 7. Augers commonly used on Reed rigs (Pengo and Gopher).
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FIgure 8. Double-start flight-auger for Hughes, with 10 tungsten carbide insert cut-
ters (heavy-duty rock blade Gopher teeth). Pilot uses some cutters. Made by H and
T Auger Co , Inc.

Skid more hammer auger specu lated that the central hammer drill may improve
The addition of a Mission down-the-hole hammer auger performance , since it might avoid problems

drill to the central stem of a 24-in.-diam heavy.duty with pilot bits, and improve the potential to cut the
auger resulted in this interesting tool. The modifica- difficult, central part of the hole. The central pilot
t ion was presumably intended to increase the opera- hole can also provide a free face for material cut by
t ing range of the auger into harder and stronger adjacent auget drag bits to break to. Since the ham-
mater ials such as frozen gravel and weak bedrock. mer dr ill requires only limited thrust for operation ,
This unit was not seen in operation; it is therefore it increases the thrust available to the drag bits.
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Figure 9. Hughes auger with Esco cutters. Pilot bit is a simple spear point on this
model (single flight).
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Figure 10. Becker double-swill inner string with bit (a) and VSM over
inner drill string (b).
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Figure 10 (cont ‘d). Becker double-wall inner string with bit (a) and VSM over inner
drill string (b). 
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Figure 11. Percussive bit for use on Parker rig.
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rlgure 14. Auger modified to include a down-the-hole Skidmore hammer in its
central core. The auger is apparently adaptable to the Reed Taurus and Hughes rigs.
It requires an open kelly for airflow to run the hammer.
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b. Installation of a casing section using a T-bar spinner.

Figure 15, CasIng used with auger rigs, and its installation using a T-bar spinner.
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A disadvantage is that it requires an air supply, an drill head. Continuous casing ol greater lengths would
air swivel , and a hollow-stem kelly (although some require welding and cutting operations , which wou ld
auger ‘igs already have these features). Cuttings are not be compatible with this type of production opera-
st ill transported on the aug~r flights, which eliminates tion . The casing is drilled in using a T-bar spinner
the large a ir requirements that would be needed for attached to the kelly in place of the bit (Fig. 15).
transport of cuttings by air alone . It appeared that casing was not used with the rotary-

We did not see this unit in actual operation along percussive rigs. In earl y equipment trials , casing was
the pipeline. The information presented is, in part , set for one of the units using a diesel hammer. It might
based on our impressions and on comments made by be ant icipated that casing requirements for these drills
Reed personnel . The augers appear to be available for would be less than those for drills such as the augers,
use on the Hughes auger and large Reed diggers (Fig. since they are best suited for harder materials with
14 ). fewer stability problems.

- The Becker rig can be used in two ways. It can drill
Cutting removal in a continuous casing that can be removed by jacking

The procedures used for cutting removal are corn- after the hole has been placed to maximum depth in
plicat~d on some of the dri lling units. If cutting re- areas of stable materials. It also can be used to place
moval is not directly mechanical as on the auger sys- the VSM’s directly. In many areas of unstable ground ,
tems , it is accomplished by using compressed air. The the VSM’s were placed directly.
air circu lation systems varied greatly with the drifl ing
techni ques and equipment. Circu lation included the
convent ional approach where air is pumped down UTILIZATION AND PERFORMANCE
the drill string and returned up the annulus between OF PIPELINE RIGS
the hole wall and outside of the string carrying the
cutt ings. The Becker rig used a modified reverse cir- There were reports of some problems associated
culation system , with air pumped down the hole in with performance of the drilling units. There are also
the annulus between the inner tube and the inter- explanations for some of the difficulties. Most of the
mediate tube in the drilt string. The air discharging early problems stemmed from not placing the drills in
at the bit face carries cuttings up the center of the areas where material types best matched the capabili-
inner tube, ties of t he drilling units. Othei problems appear to be

The use of compressed air for circu lation in holes related to lack of experience of operators expected to
of this large diameter require large air volumes. As a handle these complex machines. The problem of
result , most of the systems using air circulation have proper placement of drilling equipment was resolved
large portions of the tota l drilling systems power used in most sections very earl y in the drilling operation ,
for compressing air , although high turnover of personnel caused some con-

Table Ill from Ions ( 1975)  provides an excellent tinuing operational problems. Another problem men-
graphic illustration of some of the circulation systems tioned by one of the manufacturers was that there
emp loyed in the pipeline drilling rigs. It also includes were no arrangements made with manufacturers for
a summary of some of the problems assoc iated with training operating personnel. The lac k of training
the various approaches. resulted in some unnecessary equipment problems.

The original performance specifications were
Casing apparently established very early in the planning stages

One of the conditions that limited the application of the pipeline project when the magnitude of the
of most of the dri lls, with the exception of the Becker VSM drilling requirements was understood. It is our
drill , was ground stability. The use of casing wit h understanding that some of the earl y guidelines for
any of the drills is time consuming and requires con- selection and evaluation of potential drilling units
siderable additional effort, were that they should be able to make a 24-in.-diam

The auger drills all could set casing at any time hole at 2 ft/ mm . We are not certa in if this rate was
during the drilling operation. Most frequently the intended to include drilling in rock. Some of the
casing is required in the upper part of the hole to other considerat ions were: maneuverability, control
seal off the active layer , although it can be placed at o hole location and plumbness , supporting manpower
depth to seal any unstable zone. Casing sections are and equipment , and anticipated operating cost. At
usually short (not > 10 ft), since length is controlled earl y equipment trials , many of the units provided
by the clearance between the ground surface and the good penetration rates that in some material types

approached t he 2.ft/min goal.
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The information obtained along the pipeline m di- The largest number of holes per shift , based on dis-
cated th.a~ rates ‘,,aried greatly depending on ground con- cussions in the field, was 27 holes, each 26 ft deep, in
dilions. Ike  rotary rigs (augers ) working in fro7cn fine- 10 hours. This was accomplished with one of the rotary
grained material could obtain rates near the design units. A maximum of 17 holes/shift was reported for
goal, whiI~ rates did drop off with augers in the frozen the Becker drill.
gravels. Examination of daily production logs showed In general, the penetration rates for all types of
noticeable variations from day to day, w ith production equipment appeared to range from 0.4 to 240 in./min,
ranging from 2 to 20 holes per shift . These values re- depending on the materials encountered.
flect operational problems such as the time required
for mechanical breakdowns, cutter replacement , in-
stallation of casing, and varying drilling conditions. ANALYSIS OF MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS

No detailed information was obtained on how the
auger bits performed. In at least two sections some Some attempt was made to compare the machines
modifications were made to the standard augers to in- quantitatively. The intent was to compare the various
crease their performance. The.Hughes auger (Fig. 9) types of machines used on the Alaska Pipeline with
was changed in one section to have a balanced cutter each other, and to compare them with similar machines
arrangement, instead of cutters placed on just one that are in use elsewhere.
wing. This was reported to increase performance and
reduce wear on the flights. Vertical thrust

Some of the new bits, such as the Ingersoll Rand The rated vertical thrust of the rotary machines is
percussive bit, are very expensive. It was reported plotted against head diameter in Figure 16, which also

that the bits cost $25 ,000 and that they would make gives similar data for typical commercial auger drills
about 1800 ft of hole, at a bit cost of around $1 4/ft . over a wide size range. The plot shows immediately
In one section costs for various bits used on the Alaska that the thrust capabilities of the pipeline rigs are well
l)iarnond Drill unit ranged from $3.50-$6 .00/ft. in excess of those for typical commercial augers — from

40,000 to 125,000 Ibf.
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Torque width equals the hole diameter. This represents a case
The maximum rated torque of the rotary machines where the bit , or head , had two wings and no gaps be-

is plotted against diameter in Figure 17. The graph tween cutters. In other cases, an appropr iate factor
also gives comparable data for other auger drills, from can be applied, since total cutter width may vary from
very small hand-held tools to large shaft sinkers. As about 0.4 to 1.2 times the hole diameter. For example,
a group, the pipeline rigs have greater torque capabili- with only one wing and no gaps between tools, f~ and
ties than typical commercial units — from 21,000 to f~ would be double the values indicated by the lines in
100,000 ft-lbf. Figures 16 and 17.

The ratio of tool force components , 
~~~~~~~ 

is im-
Tool forces portant because it gives the direction of the resultant

The vertical thrust and the available torque deter- cutting force and determines the necessary balance be-
mine the maximum forces that can be applied to drag tween thrust and torque. Roc k cutting experiments
bit cutting tools, assuming that these tools are capable show that 

~n’1t can be less than unity for sharp new
of carry ing the forces without breaking. For low drill- tools, but with worn tools 

~~~~~ 
increases and reaches

ing rates, where the cutters are traveling along shallow values of 2 or more . Limit values of (
~

/ f
~ 

for the pipe-
helical paths, vert ical thrust gives a measure of the line rigs can be calculated as 

~~~~~ 
VD/4T , where V

normal component of tool force f~, whil e torque gives and 0 are maximum values of thrust and torque, re-
a measure of the tangential component of tool force spectively.

~~~ 
If it is assumed that all tools are loaded equally (as The resulting values of 

~~~~~ 
are from 0.3 to about

they should be when chipping to equal depths), f~ and 2. The low values, which correspond to values for

~ 
depend on the total width of all the cutting tools. machines that derive from large-diameter soil augers,
In Figures 16 and 17, lines have been drawn for suggest that more thrust is needed to fully utilize the

various levels of f~ and f
~ 

for the case w here total tool very high available torque when the machine is drilling
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a 2-ft-diam hole in rock and permafrost. The high Specific energy consumption
values, which correspond to rigs derived from roller One scheme that is used to assess the performance
roc k bit machines, indicate a good balance between of cutting and boring machines is based on specific
thrust and torque for roc k drilling with drag bits energy consumption. Specific energy is the work done
(taking bit wear into account). to cut or break unit volume of ground material. It is

often more convenient to calculate specific energy by
Power and power density dividing power consumption by the volumetric excava-

The power supplied to the boring head of a drill tion rate. In the case of the VSM drilling rigs, power
is sometimes hard to determine without detailed study consumption has to be estimated from the available
of the particular machine; so in Figure 18 the in- power, and the volumetric excavation rate is (ir I4)
stalled power is plotted against head diameter. Lines 02 R, where 0 is hole diameter and R is short-term
have been drawn on the graph to indicate various penetration rate.
levels of power density, i.e. power divided by hole We do not have good representative data for short-
area. The pipeline rotary rigs appear to have power term drilling rates , and therefore , cannot make proper
densities in the range 40 to 70 hp/ft 2, while the pipe- estimates of specific energy consumption. However ,
line percussive rigs have power densities of about 23 specific energies corresponding to the design goal of
hp/ft 2 (based on head power only). These values 2 ft/ mm can be calculated , noting that during the visit
are about as high as can reasonably be expected — no piece of equipment reaching anywhere near this
higher than ordinary values for rotary and chain rate was ever found in frozen ground. If 90% of the
machines that cut rock, concrete , coal , etc. The installed power is arbitrarily taken as the power avail-
plotted data for some of the ordinary commercial rigs able at the head on the rotary machines, specific energy
seem to suggest much higher power densities, but this at full power and 2 ft/ mm penetration is in the range
is largely an illusion derived from the idea that a 4,000 to 7,000 lbf/ in.2 , which is fairly comparable to
powerfu l unit can apply all its power to the smallest va lues for hard rock tunneling machines.
bit that can be attached (10 hp/in.2 would destroy a However , even if t he VSM rigs perform at the de-
roc k-cutting drag bit very quickly). sign penetration rate of 2 ft/ mm , the performance is
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not very impressive for frozen soil. Specific energy
for cutting and boring is often related to the uniaxial
compress ive strength ol the material that is being
wor ked, and for any given machine or cutting process
thcr is usually a rough linear coire lation. With ci-
licicrit operat ion of a drill or a tunnel borer, the ratio
of specific energy to uniax ial compressive strength
can be as low as 0.3 or so (the lower the number , the
more efficient the operat ion). For operation of a
drag bit tool under experimental conditions, the ratio
can be 0.1 or lower . The strength of frozen soil is
highly var,able, but it is likely to be in the range 500
to 5,000 Ibf/in .2 Thus the VSM drills are not very
effic ient even when penetrating at 2 ft/mm , and when
they arc operating at the rates that were observed,
they are remarkably inefficient in energetic terms.

CONCLUSIONS

The drilling and placement of VSM’s in the h’arsh
Alaskan environment is a tremendously impress ye
achievement. Nevertheless , the actual performance
of the rotary drilling equipment did not seem
particu larly outstanding. The design penetration rate
of 2 ft/mm is quite modest when compared system-
atically w ith the capabilities of other rock cutting
machines, but even so this rate did not seem to be
attainable on a regular basis. The drilling machines
themselves appear to have fairly sound design charac-
ter istics in terms of weight, power , thrust , torque
and speed, although some improvements could be
made if completely new machines were to be designed
from scratc h. The desi gn of the drag bits and drag bit
boring heads for the rotary machines (augers) leaves
something to be desired. In particular , the shapes,
angles and positions of cutters could be improved,
and the “center of hole ” problem could be handled
better.
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